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ABSTRACT
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic making it difficult
for people to get together in person, this paper describes
a public web service called Kiite Cafe that lets users get
together virtually to listen to music. When users listen to
music on Kiite Cafe, their experiences are characterized
by two architectures: (i) visualization of each user’s reactions, and (ii) selection of songs from users’ favorite songs.
These architectures enable users to feel social connection
with others and the joy of introducing others to their favorite songs as if they were together in person to listen
to music. In addition, the architectures provide three user
experiences: (1) motivation to react to played songs, (2)
the opportunity to listen to a diverse range of songs, and
(3) the opportunity to contribute as curators. By analyzing the behavior logs of 1,760 Kiite Cafe users over about
five months, we quantitatively show that these user experiences can generate various effects (e.g., users react to a
more diverse range of songs on Kiite Cafe than when listening alone). We also discuss how our proposed architectures can continue to enrich music listening experiences
with others even after the pandemic’s resolution.
1. INTRODUCTION
Unlike listening to music alone, listening to music with
others adds the qualities of feeling social connection and
letting others listen to one’s favorite songs. For example,
the former quality occurs when attending a live concert and
sharing the experience with other audience members [1,
2], while the latter quality occurs when people introduce
others to their favorite songs [3–5].
These qualities have become hard to enjoy since the
COVID-19 pandemic has made it difficult to get together
in person and listen to music with others. Instead of attending a live concert, people can listen to the same music at
the same time via TV, radio, or live streaming on the web.
However, such media provide a poor alternative because
the former quality of social connection requires audiences
to get together in the same place so that they can see each
other’s reactions to the music. Similarly, instead of directly
introducing others to favorite songs, people can post URL
links to them (e.g., YouTube videos of songs) to social net-

working services (SNSs) such as Twitter and Facebook.
Even if many SNS users react to a song post (e.g., with
a “thumbs up”), there is no guarantee that they actually listened to the song and liked it. Rather, the latter quality of
sharing a favorite song with others requires knowing that
people who react actually listened to the song.
In light of the above, we propose a web service called
Kiite Cafe 1 2 that enables people to get together virtually
to listen to music without losing the above qualities. Kiite
Cafe is characterized by the following two architectures:
(i) when users listen to songs on Kiite Cafe, each user’s reactions are visualized, and (ii) songs played on Kiite Cafe
are selected from users’ favorite songs. To facilitate an intuitive understanding of the user experiences provided by
these architectures, we give the following example.
Suppose that Emily is a Kiite Cafe user. One day, she
logs in to Kiite Cafe and finds that 14 users are logged in.
Each user is identified by his/her own icon. The users, including Emily, can simultaneously listen to the same song,
which is automatically selected and played. Even if the
played song has a different mood from songs that Emily
usually listens to, if she likes it, she can add it to her list
of favorite songs (i.e., her favorites list). Because she has
encountered a new favorite song, she feels happy to listen
to a diverse range of songs. Moreover, when the currently
played song is added to her favorites list, architecture (i)
visualizes her reaction by displaying a heart symbol on her
icon. Because other users’ reactions are also visualized,
she can see their reactions to feel social connection. For
example, one of Emily’s favorite songs is played when it
is automatically selected by architecture (ii). While her favorite song is playing, she is pleased to notice that a heart
symbol is displayed on another user’s icon. Then, other
users also react to the song, and eventually the heart symbol is displayed on eight users’ icons. Architecture (i) thus
enables Emily to see the moments when other users start
liking one of her favorite songs. This experience makes
her feel happy and want other users to listen to another of
her favorite songs. Thus, Emily looks forward to another
favorite song being played; until then, she stays on Kiite
Cafe and enjoys other users’ favorite songs.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
• We propose two architectures for enabling people to
simultaneously listen to the same music online while
achieving the qualities of social connection and the joy
of introducing other people to favorite songs.
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“Kiite” means “Listen” in Japanese.
https://cafe.kiite.jp
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Figure 1. Screenshot of Kiite Cafe.
• We implemented and released a web service, called Kiite Cafe, that applies these architectures.
• We describe three user experiences in which users (1)
are motivated to react to songs, (2) can listen to a diverse range of songs, and (3) can contribute as curators;
we also discuss the effects of these experiences on users
as a result of the two proposed architectures.
• By analyzing logs of user behavior on Kiite Cafe, we
show that the architectures do provide the above effects.
Specifically, users (1) react to songs more actively as
the number of users on Kiite Cafe increases, (2) react
to a more diverse range of songs on Kiite Cafe than
when they listen to songs alone, and (3) stay on Kiite
Cafe longer when they contribute more as curators.
2. OVERVIEW OF KIITE CAFE
Kiite Cafe is implemented as a novel function on Kiite,
which is an existing web service for exploring and discovering music. Any Kiite user can use Kiite Cafe. Below, we
introduce Kiite’s functions related to Kiite Cafe and then
give an overview of Kiite Cafe.
2.1 Kiite
Song data on Kiite are routinely collected from Nico Nico
Douga, which is one of the most popular video sharing
services in Japan. On Nico Nico Douga, it is quite popular for both amateur and professional musicians to upload songs created with singing voice synthesizer software
called VOCALOID [6]. As of the end of Mar. 2021, more
than 220,000 songs can be played back on Kiite. When a
Kiite user listens to a song, its video clip is played on Kiite
by an embedded video player 3 .
Kiite enables users to effectively find favorite songs by
providing novel functions such as exploration of songs
based on their emotions and continuous listening to only
the choruses of multiple songs. A registered user can set
her own icon image, add songs to her favorites list, create
playlists, listen to other users’ playlists, and so on.
3

On Nico Nico Douga, all songs are uploaded as music videos.
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2.2 Kiite Cafe
Fig. 1 shows an overview of Kiite Cafe. When a user logs
in, her icon is displayed at a random position in a twodimensional space that also displays other logged-in users.
All of the users listen to the same song played in a video
player ( A in the figure) at the same time, like a live concert. As mentioned in section 1, Kiite Cafe has two architectures, for visualizing users’ reactions and selecting
songs to play from users’ favorite songs. In the rest of this
section, we describe the details of each architecture.
2.2.1 Architecture (i): User Reaction Visualization
We visualize the following four kinds of reactions so that
users can see each other’s reactions to a played song.
Favorite. When a user likes a played song, she can add
it to her favorites list by clicking the “favorite” button B .
When the button is clicked, a heart symbol with an animation effect is displayed at the top right of the user’s
icon while the song is playing ( C ). This enables users
to quickly see how many users like a song. When the user
had already added the played song to her favorites list, the
heart symbol is displayed without the effect.
Comment. When a comment is entered in a text box D
and the “comment balloon” button E is clicked, a comment balloon is displayed above the user’s icon for 90 seconds ( F ). The user can also manually delete her comment
by clicking the “delete” button G . Users can thus use this
function to express their impressions of a played song or
have simple communication with each other.
Rotation. A user can rotate her icon by clicking the
“rotation” button H . The icon then rotates clockwise at a
uniform rate until the played song ends. The user can also
manually stop the rotation by clicking the “rotation” button
again. Users can use this function to express feelings like
a sense of excitement. However, note that Kiite Cafe does
not provide any guidance on when users should use this
function, because we want them to use it as they please.
Move. By clicking an arbitrary position in the twodimensional space, a user can move her icon to the clicked
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position. The icon is animated to move to the position in
a straight line at a uniform rate. Kiite Cafe does not display any meaning for the quadrants and axes in the twodimensional space. Instead, as with the Rotation function,
we leave the usage of the Move function to users.
2.2.2 Architecture (ii): Song Selection from Users’
Favorite Songs
Let U denote a set of users who are logged in to Kiite Cafe.
For each user u, we define Su as the set of songs included
in u’sS
favorites list or playlists. A played song is selected
from u∈U Su . The automatic song selection process is
invoked before the end of the currently played song, and it
consists of the following two steps: (1) selection of a user
and (2) selection of a song from the user’s favorite songs.
In the first step, if there are biases toward certain selected users, then the selected songs may also be biased.
Moreover, some users may become frustrated if their favorite songs are not selected at all. To avoid such biases
and satisfy every user, we developed an algorithm that
can randomly but fairly select users and thus diversify the
played songs. Suppose that user u is selected in the first
step, such that every user has an equal chance to be selected. When song s ∈ Su is randomly selected in the
second step, the reason for its selection is displayed, e.g.,
“This song is in u’s playlist” (first row of I in Fig. 1). If s
is also among other users’ favorite songs, that information
is displayed (second and later rows of I ) so that those
users can notice that one of their favorite songs is being
played. Moreover, a user can set one of her playlists as a
“highly recommended list” by clicking a button J . When
the selected user sets a list as “highly recommended,” a
song in that list is randomly but preferentially selected in
the second step. By setting such a list, a user can specify
the songs that she wants other users to listen to.
Note that the implemented selection algorithm described above for our service is just an example, and other
algorithms can be used as long as they balance the fairness
and randomness of selecting both users and songs.
In addition, we created a bot account K that is always
logged in. The bot periodically creates playlists according
to a daily/weekly popularity ranking of VOCALOID songs
on Nico Nico Douga. The bot is treated as one of the users,
and songs in its playlists can also be selected by the song
selection process. This gives a user a chance to listen to
the latest popular songs and find new favorite songs even
when no other human users are logged in. Note that the bot
does not show any reactions to played songs.
3. USER EXPERIENCES AND EFFECTS
As mentioned in section 1, the proposed architectures add
two qualities: social connection and the joy of introducing
others to favorite songs. In addition, the Kiite Cafe architectures provide three kinds of user experiences. This section describes those experiences and their effects on users.
3.1 Motivation to React to Songs
Although many studies have been conducted on enabling
users to listen to music together, most of them have focused on visualizing the song selection process or propos-

ing methods for that process [7–11]. A system that can
show a summary of listeners’ feedback on a song (total
numbers of likes and dislikes) has been proposed [12];
however, little attention has been paid to visualizing each
user’s reactions. In contrast, Kiite Cafe visualizes users’
reactions via their icons, as in section 2.2.1. By sharing all
the users’ reactions with each other, Kiite Cafe motivates
them to react to the currently played song. Accordingly,
we expect that, the more people get together on Kiite Cafe,
the more meaningful it will be to show their reactions, and
the more actively they will react to songs. In the long term,
this would enable users to develop the habit of actively listening to music and enrich their listening experiences [13].
3.2 Diversification of Song Listening
Many studies have sought to play songs that match the musical preferences of as many users as possible [7, 9, 14].
In the short term, this approach may be able to increase
users’ satisfaction. In the long term, however, as is known
from the negative effects of a filter bubble [15, 16], this
approach could narrow users’ musical interests. On the
other hand, because Kiite Cafe plays songs selected from
various users’ favorite songs, it may not be able to always
match most users’ musical preferences. However, listening to a more diverse range of songs enables users to find
not only songs that match their preferences well but also
unexpected or serendipitous songs [17] that do not match
their usual preferences. In other words, we expect that a
user will react to a more diverse range of songs on Kiite
Cafe than when she listens alone. In the long term, this
experience would expand the user’s horizons.
3.3 Contribution as Curators
According to architecture (ii), suppose that a song in user
u’s playlist is selected and played on Kiite Cafe. Because
of architecture (i), u can see the moment when other users
start liking or show interest in that song (e.g., u can see
when other users add the song to their favorites list or rotate their icon). In substance, for other users, u plays a
role as a curator. That is, the two architectures enable every user to naturally contribute as a curator. We expect
that when a user experiences the joy of contributing as a
curator, she will look forward to the curation opportunity
when another of her favorite songs is played and thus increase her dwell time on Kiite Cafe. It has been reported
that acting as a curator increases music listening activity
(e.g., listening to more songs and making playlists for curation) [18]. Therefore, in the long term, this experience
would promote users’ daily music listening activity.
4. EXPERIMENT
We launched the Kiite Cafe service on Aug. 5, 2020. In this
section, we evaluate the three expected effects discussed in
the previous section. To this end, we analyzed user behavior logs for the period between Aug. 5, 2020 and Jan. 14,
2021. The number of unique users who logged in during
this period was 1,760. The Favorite, Comment, Rotation,
and Move reactions were used 29,127, 9,826, 59,983, and
45,353 times, respectively.
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5

Reaction r
Favorite
Comment
Rotation
Move

Favorite
Comment
Rotation
Move

4
3
2
1

|U r |
130
56
118
110

avgdiv(Suorg )
10.493
10.384
10.502
10.559

avgdiv(Sur )
10.960
10.920
10.918
11.050

p-value
1.99 ×10−6
4.40 ×10−3
5.80 ×10−6
8.21 ×10−9

Table 1. Diversity of musical preferences.
1-5

6-10

Number of users

11-15

16-

Figure 2. Relation between the number of users on Kiite
Cafe and the normalized reaction proportion.
4.1 Frequency of User Reactions
As a result of users sharing their reactions with each other
on Kiite Cafe, we expect that they will be more motivated
to react as the number of users increases. To verify this effect, we evaluated the following research question: Does a
user react to a played song more frequently as the number
of users on Kiite Cafe increases? (RQ1)
Settings. We considered the four kinds of reactions:
R = {Favorite, Comment, Rotation, Move}. First, for each
played song, we obtained Us , the set of users except the
bot who were on Kiite Cafe when song s started playing.
According to the number of users (i.e., |Us |), we categorized songs into four classes (C1 : 1 ≤ |Us | ≤ 5; C2 :
6 ≤ |Us | ≤ 10; C3 : 11 ≤ |Us | ≤ 15; C4 : 16 ≤ |Us |).
To answer RQ1, for each reaction, we compared the average proportion of users who reacted to a song among the
classes. More formally, let SCi denote a list of songs in
Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) 4 . Given song s ∈ SCi and reaction
r ∈ R, let Usr denote the set of users who gave r as a reaction to s. Then, the proportion of such users is given by
|U r |
ratio(s, r) = |Uss | . Finally, the average proportion over
SCi was computed as follow.
X
1
ratio(s, r).
avgratio(SCi , r) =
|SCi |
s∈SCi

Results. Fig. 2 shows the results. For visibility,
avgratio(SCi , r) was normalized by avgratio(SC1 , r) for
each reaction. For all the reactions, the reaction proportion
monotonically increased as the number of users increased;
thus, the answer to RQ1 is “Yes.” Because the Favorite
function was obviously used to add a song to a user’s favorites list, we discuss how the users used the other three
functions. Regarding the Rotation function, although Kiite
Cafe does not explain its purpose, we searched Kiite Cafe
users’ tweets on Twitter 5 and found that a number of users
used it to express their feelings of excitement. Next, by
analyzing tweets about the Move function, we found that it
was used mainly for two purposes. First, users moved their
icons as if they were dancing. Second, users regarded the
top left of the two-dimensional space (i.e., near the video
player) as the front row at a live concert venue and moved
there when their favorite songs were played. It is interesting that such a culture was created by the users and spread
among them. Finally, regarding the Comment function,
4 Because the same song can be played multiple times on Kiite Cafe,
the same song can appear multiple times in SCi .
5 We assumed that Twitter users who tweeted about the function were
Kiite Cafe users.
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although the average length of the played songs was 237
seconds, 10.1% of comments were posted within the first
15 seconds of a song. In such comments, users often expressed the joy of having their favorite songs played (e.g.,
“Come ooooon!” and “Yeeeees!”). This was similar to the
phenomenon at live concerts in which the audience gets
excited when a favorite song starts. In summary, as the
number of users increased, they were more likely to express their excitement and behave as if they were attending
a live concert.
4.2 Diversity of Reacted Songs
Because Kiite Cafe enables users to listen to songs that do
not always match their musical preferences, we expect that
they will react to a more diverse range of songs. To verify
this effect, we evaluated the following research question:
Does a user react to a more diverse range of songs on Kiite
Cafe as compared to her musical preferences before she
started using the service? (RQ2)
Settings. Let tu denote the time when user u initially
logged in to Kiite Cafe. We assumed that songs added to
u’s favorites list before tu (i.e., before using Kiite Cafe),
denoted by Suorg , represented u’s original musical preferences; these were collected on the original Kiite service,
which was launched on Aug. 30, 2019, and described in
section 2.1. Moreover, we assumed that songs for which
u gave reaction r, denoted by Sur , represented u’s musical
preferences in terms of r after starting to use Kiite Cafe. To
answer RQ2, we compared the diversity of Sur with that of
Suorg for each reaction. Formally, the diversity was computed as the intra-list diversity [19]. In the case of Suorg ,
P
P
org
org
si ∈Su
sj ∈Su
\{si } dist(si , sj )
org
div(Su ) =
,
org
org
|Su |(|Su | − 1)
where dist(si , sj ) is the Euclidean distance between the
feature vectors of si and sj . For the diversity, we obtained
a song’s feature vector by using OpenL3 [20]. For each reaction r, we considered only users who had more than nine
songs in both Suorg and Sur so that we could appropriately
measure the users’ musical preferences 6 . Let U r denote
the set of such users. Then, given r, the average diversity
of Suorg was computed as
1 X
avgdiv(Suorg ) = r
div(Suorg ).
|U |
u∈U r
P
1
r
Similarly, avgdiv(Su ) = |U r | u∈U r div(Sur ).
Results. Table 1 lists the results. We can say that for all
reactions, the diversity of songs producing reactions statistically increased in comparison to the diversity of favorite
songs before starting to use Kiite Cafe; thus, the answer to
RQ2 is “Yes.” These results indicate that Kiite Cafe is also
6 Because we released a beta version of Kiite Cafe on May 1, 2020,
users who logged in to Kiite Cafe for the first time between May 1, 2020
and Aug. 4, 2020 were not included in this analysis.
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Favorite

3.5

Comment

1-5 (C1)
6-10 (C2)
11-15 (C3)
16- (C4)

3.0
2.5

2.0

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

0

0-0.25

0.25-0.5

0.5-

Rotation

3.0

1-5 (C1)
6-10 (C2)
11-15 (C3)
16- (C4)

2.5

2.5

2.5
2.0

1.5
0

0-0.25
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0.5-

1.0

1-5 (C1)
6-10 (C2)
11-15 (C3)
16- (C4)

3.0

2.0
No data was observed
for "0.5-" of "11-15 (C3)."
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3.5
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6-10 (C2)
11-15 (C3)
16- (C4)

1.5
0

0-0.25

0.25-0.5

0.5-

1.0

0

0-0.25

0.25-0.5

0.5-

Figure 3. Relation between the proportion of users who gave reactions (x-axis) and the normalized dwell time (y-axis).
useful as a service for users to find songs that are different
from their daily musical preferences.
4.3 Dwell Time
Because Kiite Cafe enables users to experience the joy
of contributing as curators, we expect that they will stay
longer as their contributions increase. To verify this, we
evaluated the following research question: Does a user
stay on Kiite Cafe for a longer time as the proportion of
users who react to her favorite songs increases? (RQ3)
Settings. We define user u’s session on Kiite Cafe as
the duration between u’s login and logout times. In u’s
kth session, suppose that three of u’s favorite songs were
played, and that 0%, 40%, and 16% of users gave reaction
r to those songs. Following the assumption that the maximum percentage (in this case, 40%) influenced u’s dwell
time, we categorized the maximum value of ratio(s, r) (defined in section 4.1) into four classes (G1 : ratio(s, r) = 0;
G2 : 0 < ratio(s, r) ≤ 0.25; G3 : 0.25 < ratio(s, r) ≤ 0.5;
G4 : 0.5 < ratio(s, r)). However, for a proportion of
0.4, eight reacting users among 20 users would have a
higher impact on u than two reacting users among five
users. Therefore, we also considered the classes of |Us |
as in section 4.1. That is, to answer RQ3, given a class
of the number of users, we compared the average session
lengths between the reaction proportion classes for each
reaction. Formally, let Du denote a list of u’s sessions.
The kth session Tu,k ∈ Du represents a list of songs from
u’s favorite songs (Su ) that were played in the session. For
that session, we selected the song smax
u,k ∈ Tu,k that had
the highest proportion of users who gave reaction r (i.e.,
smax
u,k = arg max ratio(s, r)). Given Ci and Gj , we define
s∈Tu,k

the set of smax
u,k belonging to Ci and Gj in all users’ sesmax
sions as Si,j = {smax
u,k |u ∈ U ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ |Du | ∧ su,k ∈
max
max
Tu,k ∧ su,k ∈ Ci ∧ su,k ∈ Gj }. Let len(u, k) denote the
length in seconds of u’s kth session. Then, the average
session length was computed as
X
1
avglen(Si,j ) =
len(u, k).
|Si,j | max
su,k ∈Si,j

Results. Fig. 3 shows the results; avglen(Si,j ) was normalized by avglen(Si,1 ) for each reaction for visibility. For
the Favorite, Rotation, and Move functions, we can see
that the dwell time tended to increase as the proportion of
users who gave that reaction increased. In these graphs,
the line for the class of 1-5 users is located at the lowest
position among the four classes (C1 - C4 ). Especially for
Rotation and Move, at each reaction proportion, the normalized dwell time tended to increase with the number of

users. These results indicate that not only the proportion
of users who gave a reaction but also the absolute number
of such users influenced the dwell time. On the other hand,
no clear tendency was observed for the Comment function
when the number of users was 6-10 or 11-15. Still, it is
possible that Comment also had a positive effect on the
dwell time, because it monotonically increased when the
number of users was 1-5 or at least 16. Detailed analysis
with more user behavior logs will be required to verify this
effect, and we leave that for a future work. In summary, the
answer to RQ3 is “Yes” for Favorite, Rotation, and Move.
5. DISCUSSION
In section 3, we described the user experiences provided by
Kiite Cafe and their effects. We believe that Kiite Cafe has
even more potential to diversify and enrich users’ music
listening experiences. In this section, to demonstrate that
potential, we discuss three themes.
5.1 Application Examples for Online Events
Kiite Cafe has been used for several online events including VOCALOID-related events. At an event on Aug. 29,
2020, for example, a famous creator of VOCALOID songs
made a special playlist that consisted of songs that the creator liked or had created. During the one-hour event, as
many as 140 Kiite Cafe users enjoyed simultaneously listening to the songs in the playlist, and used the reaction
functions of Kiite Cafe to communicate with the creator
in real time. For another event on Feb. 11, 2021, a questionnaire was conducted on favorite songs related to winter
or snow in the VOCALOID event. During the 90-minute
event, 77 users enjoyed listening to songs in a playlist created according to the questionnaire answers.
Although it has become difficult for people to get together in person and communicate with each other and
with artists because of the COVID-19 pandemic, we
demonstrated a new style of online music events through
these examples. Moreover, even after the pandemic’s resolution, we believe that this kind of online event will be
valuable for users who cannot easily attend physical events
for reasons such as geographic remoteness.
5.2 Additional Service Functions
Although all users on Kiite Cafe get together in one online space, it would be interesting to provide additional
spaces for different purposes in the future (we could call
the main space and additional spaces the “main cafe” and
“branches,” respectively). For example, for a branch on the
theme of “time,” we could put a higher priority on songs related to time (e.g., playing night-related songs at night) by
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analyzing song lyrics if they are available in the song selection process. We could also consider a function that allows
any user to conduct a questionnaire by displaying possible
responses in each quadrant of the two-dimensional space.
For example, a user might ask “Who would you like to
listen to the played song with?” and assign responses of
“family,” “lover,” “friend,” and “other” to the quadrants.
Other users could answer this question by moving their
icons. This function would provide a good opportunity to
see how other users perceive a song.
5.3 Reusable Insights
The reusable insights can be summarized as follows.
• Through the experiments, we verified that the two architectures are effective in promoting users’ music listening activity. These architectures can be helpful for
other researchers and companies to develop interfaces
that enable users to listen to music together.
• The examples of successful online events showed that
the architectures can offer new ways to enjoy music with other people even during the COVID-19 pandemic. We thus opened up a new research theme to support interactions among creators, audiences, and music.
• We clarified the value of visualizing the moments when
users start liking a song. In contrast to traditional curation on an SNS, the approach of Kiite Cafe guarantees
that users who liked a user’s favorite song did listen to
it. This insight could also be beneficial in designing
other music listening systems or services.
6. RELATED WORK
6.1 Music Listening Systems for Group of Users
Music listening systems for a single user were reviewed by
Goto and Dannenberg [21] and Knees et al. [22]. In contrast, systems for a group of users can be classified into
two types. The first type aims to enable users to listen
to music at the same time. Most studies on this type assume that users get together in person at a public space
such as a fitness center [7], a party [10], a bar [9], or a
room [8]. In MusicFX [7] and Flytrap [8], the system reads
users’ musical preferences from each user’s device, and
songs stored in the system are played by taking those preferences into account, while in Jukola [9], PartyVote [10],
and WePlay [12], users nominate songs to be played, like
a jukebox. In the second type of group listening system,
users share songs with other users. Sharing music with
others is an important activity to expand listeners’ horizons [4]. Studies on this type do not assume that users
listen to a song at the same time. Push!Music [4] and
tunA [3] are mobile music players that let users share songs
via Wi-Fi with others who are nearby. The user studies on
those systems showed that users are comfortable sharing
their favorite songs with others whether they are friends or
strangers. It has also been reported that users share songs
mainly because they want to recommend songs that others would like, disseminate their favorite songs, talk about
shared songs with others, and so on.
Some applications designed for listening to music together have also been released (e.g., Group Session by
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Spotify [23] and JQBX [24]). In these applications, any
user can let other users listen to her favorite songs by acting like a DJ. Users can also communicate with each other
via a text chat system while listening to songs.
Our study is different from the above studies and services in that we introduce the two architectures for reaction
visualization and song selection from users’ favorite songs.
In most of the above cases, because users’ reactions are not
visualized or are visualized only when chatting with text
messages, it is difficult for users to feel social connection
with each other. On the other hand, because the first architecture on Kiite Cafe visualizes four kinds of reactions,
users can more strongly feel that they are enjoying music
with others. In addition, existing systems require users to
actively nominate or share songs or act like a DJ, but some
users may hesitate to do that, especially if there is a large
audience. In contrast, the second architecture on Kiite Cafe
enables a user’s favorite songs to be automatically played.
This lets any user share her favorite songs with other users
and see the moment when they start liking those songs.
6.2 Group Recommendation Algorithms
Various song recommendation methods for a single user
have been proposed [25–32]. One of the biggest differences between the methods for a single user and those for
a group of users is that the latter methods need to take multiple users’ preferences into account. A general approach
is to aggregate each user’s preferences by, for example,
merging recommendation results generated for each user
according to voting strategies [14, 33]. However, such an
approach cannot always reflect minority preferences.
To solve this problem, a concept of fairness has
been recently introduced into group recommendation algorithms [34–38]. The basic idea of fairness is that a list of
items recommended to a group is fair when each user in the
group can find at least one item in the list that she finds satisfying. In the context of music recommendation, existing
studies have only considered the fairness for users as audiences. On the other hand, fairness for users as curators as
well as audiences is achieved by Kiite Cafe because of the
second architecture in which each user’s favorite songs are
fairly selected and played as described in section 2.2.2. In
particular, the “highly recommended list” plays an important role in achieving fairness as curators. When a user’s
favorite and/or recommended song can be listened to with
other users, the user is satisfied from audience and curator
viewpoints.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described Kiite Cafe, a web service that
enables users to communicate while listening to the same
music online. Kiite Cafe is characterized by two proposed
architectures for visualizing each user’s reactions and selecting played songs from users’ favorite songs. Our experimental results quantitatively showed three effects provided by the proposed architectures. We believe that these
architectures are also useful for different types of music
interfaces, including a three-dimensional interface where
user avatars could listen to the same music in a virtual reality (VR) venue.
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